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perpetual hurricane of horsemen—going, coming, whirl-
ing, dashing about in every direction, clouds of dust
rising under their feet, their arms flashing through it,
and a perpetual hail of arrows constantly thickening and
increasing. The Spaniards, fixed in their place, did not
give back a step. The dead and wounded were replaced
by fresh combatants, and the ranks still presented a
dense mass ; but in front lay a line of dead and dying
men and horses, like a rampart, making the approach
to this living citadel even more dangerous.
Al Mansour put a stop to this useless carnage by
commanding the flying troops of archers to disperse
and leave the field free. His choicest troops advanced
and rushed upon the motionless mass of Christian
infantry. Twice they came on, with lance in rest,
galloping headlong ; twice the floods of Arab fury were
broken against the rock of Christian steadiness. With-
out stirring, the Christians presented the points of their
lances and forks at the heads of the horses, and horse
and rider rolled in the dust.	•*
After the second attack, the Arab ranks were broken
—horses were straying without riders and men without
steeds. Many lay dead on the rampart of slain in
front of the Christians ; the others fell back disordered
and discouraged on the banks of the river.
Al Mansour threw himself before them. He tore off
his turban, threw down his sword, leapt off his horse,,
and, flinging himself on the ground, showed that if
they meant to fly, it must be over his body. They
began to feel shame; the voice of their officers was
heard ; they rallied; and the hajib, taking in his own
hands the Khalif s standard, led them forward again,,
formed into a deep terrible column, which dashed for-

